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HOTEL NIKKO SAN FRANCISCO
ANNOUNCES NEW INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY UPGRADES
COMING THIS SUMMER
Upgrades to include faster streaming, greater bandwidth and complimentary
internet
SAN FRANCISCO (June 1, 2015) – Today, Hotel Nikko San Francisco, one of the Bay Area’s foremost
hospitality leaders in innovation and technology, announced new internet and technological upgrades to
be available throughout the property this summer. Some of the new features and upgrades include
faster streaming and greater bandwidth capabilities (300mbps) throughout Hotel Nikko’s meeting
spaces and banquet halls, as well as faster streaming (200mpbs) within all guest rooms. Additional
speed opportunities (over 500 mbps) are available upon request throughout the hotel and its various
meeting, dining, and entertainment spaces.
Along with new, innovative technology upgrades, Hotel Nikko San Francisco will also be offering
complimentary guestroom basic internet access starting this June, with a premium upgrade option for
more bandwidth and faster video streaming available for a small fee.
Vice President and General Manager, Anna Marie Presutti states, “Our goal is to consistently surpass
our guests’ expectations to provide a better experience. For today’s travelers, high-speed internet
access is as expected as oxygen. We are proud to offer 400 Mb/sec bandwidth, which places Nikko San
Francisco on the leading edge of internet speed in the hospitality industry.”
Below is a comprehensive list of all internet and technology upgrades coming to Hotel Nikko San
Francisco this Summer:

Meeting Room Network Upgrade
 Continue using existing Cisco 2921 router
 Install new 2960X gigabit switches for gig uplinks to IDFs
 Continue using existing 2960 switches in remaining IDFs
 Install new wireless network with (14) 3702I dual-band 802.11ac access points (+3 spare)
 Continue using existing 5508 WLC to manage wireless network
Features and Benefits
 This upgrade is designed to increase density and bandwidth throughput, allowing more devices
to connect and perform more seamlessly with rich content
 This upgrade also prepares the hotel for the next generation of 802.11ac by offering gigabit
uplinks throughout the IDFs
 Cisco ClientLink 2.0™ Beamforming: Ensures efficient and reliable mobile connections
 Inherently runs Cisco CleanAir™ Spectrum Intelligence: Automatic interference reduction
 3x4 MIMO: allows greater range, reliability, and more capacity per access point.
For additional information on Hotel Nikki, please visit www.hotelnikkosf.com.
About Hotel Nikko San Francisco
The United States flagship of Nikko Hotels International, Hotel Nikko San Francisco features 532 stylish
guest rooms and suites, Restaurant ANZU, Feinstein’s at the Nikko nightclub; 10,000 square foot Club
Nikko with its sky‐lit pool, and 22,000‐square feet of meeting and banquet space in the heart of Union
Square. The hotel is located at 222 Mason Street. For reservations or more information, please visit
www.hotelnikkosf.com or call 1‐866‐NIKKO‐SF.
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